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Volunteers Step Up to Ensure Wild
Horses Have Water This Summer

Concerns for Safety of Motorists and Horses Grazing Along
the Highway Spurs Efforts to Secure a Fence
BY

KAREN AUBUCHON JOHNSON

Nestled in the northwestern corner of Colorado, 53 miles west of Craig, is a herd of over
740 colorful wild horses. Hair samples taken
from some of these horses have revealed
through DNA testing that some of the horses’ heritage goes back to the Spanish horses
brought over here by the conquistadors in the
1600s.
The Sand Wash Basin Herd Management
Area was one of those areas set aside for the
wild horses back in the 1970s. There were 65
wild horses at that time.
The Wild and Free-Roaming Horses and
Burros Act of 1971, an Act of Congress signed
into law by President Richard M. Nixon on Dec.
18, 1971 covered the management, protection,
and study of “unbranded and unclaimed horses and burros on public lands in the United
States,” an Act to require the protection, management, and control of wild free-roaming
horses and burros on public lands.
The wild horses of Sand Wash Basin I’ve
been featuring in articles in this newspaper were severely impacted by the extreme
drought conditions this past year and now
their lives (and motorists alike traveling along
Highway 318) are in jeopardy. Three sides of
the almost 160,000 acre Herd Management
Area, HMA, the horses live in, is fenced. The
stretch of road that runs through the southern
boundary of the HMA does not have a fence to
prevent the horses from coming onto the highway. The fence is on the opposite side of the roadway.
A lack of good grass for grazing has contributed to the large number of
horses seeking out grass growing near the highway the past several months.
I personally have seen between 25-50 horses near and some even on the other side of the highway during my visits to photograph them in September
and October. Recently, over 100 horses have been seen near the highway.
Northwestern Colorado experienced one of its hottest and driest years
on record this past year. Volunteers with the non-profit organization, Wild
Horses For Sand Wash Basin, WHW, operating under The Community
Foundation of Northwest Colorado’s 501(c)(3), who support this herd of
horses, coordinated efforts with the local BLM to haul water into the HMA
for the horses and help with improvements to one of the basin’s best flowing springs. A mild winter and very little rainfall contributed to a lack of
good forage for the horses and most of the ponds the horses rely upon for
water dried up. Some of the bands of horses were traveling up to five miles
a day between grazing areas and then back to get water from the few available watering locations.
Local residents, Cindy Wright and her sister, Aletha Dove, formed WHW
in November of 2017 for the purpose of securing funding to put up fencing
along the southern boundary of this HMA. It is much needed as horses are
being hit and killed along the seven-mile stretch of highway. The roadway
is just two lanes with very little shoulders on the side and is very dark at
night. There are safety concerns for potential human fatalities in horse/vehicle crashes for motorists traveling along the 65 mph highway.
Wright shared, “Sadly, each year we normally lose at least one wild horse
in a vehicle-related accident. Standing beside the ruined body of a wild
horse, is heartwrenching.”
WHW temporarily changed its focus this year, mounting an effort to ensure the horses had enough water to survive the drought after the ponds the
horses drink from began drying up.

These horses in Kanoa’s band were playing in the water at one of the few ponds in the basin that was
filled up during a downpour of rainwater during this year’s drought.
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Wild Horse Warriors are pictured connecting four new donated water troughs together so water from
the best producing spring in the basin can fill all the troughs. Lake Draw Spring is solar powered and
only provides water during the day. Pictured from the left are Michael Cody Mack; Joe, Jon, Ernie
and Cindy Wright. Debra Mack is on the tractor.
SUBMITTED PHOTOS COURTESY OF ALETHA DOVE

continued on page 14

These horses in Willie Nelson and Rendezvous band came in for a drink at one of the troughs
placed by Wild Horse Warriors right next to Copper Springs pond that had dried up.

Volunteers prepare the ground to set up new water troughs at Lake Draw Spring.
Pictured from the left are “Guy” Dove, Ernie Wright and Michael Cody Mack.
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Above: Casper checks out the new troughs before his band drinks
any water.

PHOTOS BY NEWS PHOTOJOURNALIST KAREN
AUBUCHON JOHNSON
At left: Horses from the stallion Casper’s band waited to drink while
volunteers worked on the spring. They cautiously began to approach
the new water troughs after volunteers completed the project.

War Horse is pictured
crossing the highway back
into the Herd Management
Area.
Michael and
Carol Huber
from Aurora
are pictured
filling
a
water trough
Wild
Horse
Warriors set
up at Two Bar
Spring so the
horses would
have water at
the southern
edge of the
basin.

Below: Last October I
noticed these four horses in
River’s band on the wrong
side of the highway, down
in the sagebrush. Had I
been driving by during the
night I never would have
noticed them.

See more photos and gift
items featuring the Wild
Horses of Sand Wash
Basin at the News office,
713 Dale St, Fountain. A
portion of proceeds from
this year’s Wild Horse
Calendar sales ($5 from
each calendar) will be
donated to Wild Horse
Warriors for the fence
project. Also see related
ad on page 14.
At left: Tecate, a band
stallion, who was killed by
a vehicle crash during the
night of August 31.
He
came up from a ditch along
the highway right in front
of a small truck. The driver
had no time to stop. The
motorists were okay.

The famous wild stallion Picasso, approximately 30-years-old, is pictured grazing on green grass
not far from Highway 318 this past fall.

Michael Huber of Aurora and Angie Lewis of Security are pictured by one of
six solar powered crosses the Wild Horse Warriors placed along the section
of unfenced highway this September, in memory of the six wild horses who
had lost their lives along the highway. The volunteers hoped people would
slow down while driving at night and be more aware of their surroundings.
The wild horses were coming down to the highway looking for grass to graze
on, placing themselves and motorists in danger.
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Dan, a handsome dun stallion, just finished drinking from a
water trough the Wild Horse Warriors placed on the west side of
the basin so horses could graze there and have a water source
nearby.

Tango, one of the famous stallion
Picasso’s sons, brings his band to
Copper Springs, one of the major
watering spots for the horses. The
water level of this pond had already
fallen in June when this photo was
taken. Not long afterwards it had
completely dried up.

A close up of the stallion Tango.

PHOTOS BY NEWS
PHOTOJOURNALIST
KAREN AUBUCHON
JOHNSON

Get Your 2019 Wild Mustangs Calendars
*Holiday Gifts for the Horse Lovers in Your Life*

allop on in to the News office
7 1 3 D ale Street, F ountain (3 doors
dow n from I nk F ountain P rinting)
to get your 2 0 1 9 Wild Horses of
Sand Wash B asin, CO Calendars! !
A V A I L A B L E I N 3 SI Z E S!
from e er calendar sold will be
donated to the Wild Horse Warriors
for Sand Wash B asin to help put up a
much needed fence along the highwa ,
to k eep the mustangs safe and
contained in their management area.

Wild Whisperings

A UNIQUE COLLECTION OF PHOTO GIFTS FEATURING
COLORADO’S WILD HORSES AND EAGLES

by Fountain Valley News Photojournalist Karen AuBuchon Johnson
Featuring: *Soft Woven Tapestry Throw Photo Blankets *Clocks *Coffee Cups Various Designs/Sizes
*Photo Pillows *Puzzles *Pot Holders *Vivid Photo Fleece Blankets (Double Thickness of Faux Lamb’s Wool)
*Reusable Designer Grocery Bags With Photos of the Wild Horses and Eagles
A Variety of Sizes of Metal Prints, Framed Canvas and Fine Art Prints.

See Karen's unique collection of gifts and much more any time during normal News Office Hours
and start your Christmas Shopping Early! For more details call Karen at 382-5611

Wild Horses
continued from page 12

After numerous phone calls from concerned people contacting local and
state BLM officials, permission was given to allow water to be hauled in for
the horses this summer until welcomed rains filled many of the ponds this
fall.
WHW has resumed efforts to secure fencing again and to increase motorists’ awareness of the possible dangers of the wild horses being on Highway
318 to include new signage to warn the motorists of wild horses on the road.
They have contacted The Little Snake River BLM Field Office, Colorado Department of Transportation, Moffat County Commissioners, and Colorado
Parks and Wildlife.
WHW currently has raised over $30,000 in donations from around the
world towards securing a fence and has applied for grants and requested
donations from fence material manufacturers.
WHW is hoping that by providing one-third of the cost, either in materials,
labor or actual funds that CDOT and the BLM will each commit to one-third
of the cost for the fencing.
WHW Co-founder Cindy Wright shared the following about the volunteer
efforts to ensure the wild horses had adequate water this year.
Beginning with improvements to Lake Draw Spring she said, “We let our
followers know what we needed and what the costs would be. Within hours
we had the money we needed through donations. Four new heavy metal
stock tanks were donated. They were installed, while bands of wild horses
watched in the distance. We had just barely finished when the first wild horses slowly approached the new tanks to quench their thirst.”
“The spring continued, and the needed rain did not come. WHW stayed
in constant contact with the BLM and were out on the range daily assessing
the condition of our wild horses and the conditions of the remaining water sources. We also were watching very closely the vegetation in the areas
around the water sources that did have water. As the closer vegetation disappeared and the wild horses were traveling farther every day for water, we
began to see a decline in the condition of the wild horses, not from lack or
water or lack of vegetation, but because of the distance they were traveling
to get to and from.”
Wright explained, “Wild Horse Warriors lobbied to haul water for our
wild horses. We wanted to move the wild horses’ water to the locations where
there was vegetation. Winters are hard here and the wild horses need to put
on weight during the summer and fall months to be able to get through the
winter.”
“WHW started a GoFundMe page, in anticipation of being allowed to haul
water, and donations started coming in. We started hauling water July 5.
Water was hauled daily until the middle of October, when it finally started
to rain. Over 170,000 gallons of water were hauled to the wild horses and
the warriors for our wild horses paid for every nickel. They bought the stock
tanks that we used to put water in and they paid for a water delivery company to haul the water five days a week once it became obvious that individual
volunteers could not haul enough water with our personal vehicles to supply
the needs of the wild horses.”
“Our warriors are so giving it amazes me. If I was not able to be in the
basin, someone else was checking on the water tanks. If I could not deliver
water on the weekends, others stepped in to do so. To our knowledge we did
not lose a single wild horse due to the drought.”
“Winter has now settled into the basin, the rains finally came, and the
ponds are full, so our attention returned to building a fence on Highway
318. Then along came Facebook and PayPal, Giving Tuesday. Once again,
the generosity of our warriors amazed us. I watched the donations pour in
witnessing our dream becoming a reality. With the money we received from
previous donations, and without any match from Giving Tuesday, we now
have $30,000 to apply to our third of the estimated cost for a fence when this
project moves forward.”
Wright said she and her sister have received verbal quotes from private
contractors of approximately $90,000 to put up the fence not including gates
and cattle guards.
If you would like to learn more about the wild horses see their website at
www.wildhorsewarriorsforsandwashbasin.com and their Facebook page Wild
Horses for Sand Wash Basin.

